In this paper we recall the definition of fuzzy norm then basic properties of fuzzy normed space is recalled after that we introduced the definition of compact fuzzy normed space. Then basic properties of compact fuzzy normed space is proved.
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A finite dimensional fuzzy normed linear spaces was studied by Bag and Samanta [6] 
Properties of Fuzzy normed space
In this section we recall basic properties of fuzzy normed space
Definition 2.1:[1]
Suppose that U is any set, a fuzzy set ̃i n U is equipped with a membership function, ̃( u): U→ has the following properties 
Lemma 2.7 :[7]
Suppose that is a fuzzy normed space then 
Proposition 3.6:
Let be a fuzzy normed space if V is totally fuzzy bounded then V is fuzzy bounded.
Proof:
Suppose that V is a totally fuzzy bounded and let so we can find a finite ε-fuzzy net for V 
Proposition 3.8:
If the fuzzy normed space is compact then it is totally fuzzy bounded.
Proof:
For any given and the collection of all fuzzy balls is an open cover for V. But V is compact hence this cover contains a finite sub cover say { } thus the finite set { } is -fuzzy net for V.
Hence V is totally fuzzy bounded.
Proposition 3.9:
If is compact fuzzy normed space then it is complete. 
Proof:

Proposition 3.12:
Suppose that is a fuzzy normed space. Then for any set S={ : 1 n } in V has at least one limit point v in V if and only if every ( ) in V contains ( ) with v.
Proof:
Let V when S={ } then choose S. Thus and converges to .
Suppose that the set S is infinite. Then by our assumption it has at least one limit point . 
Theorem 3.13:
The fuzzy normed space is compact if and only if for any ( ) in V contains ( ) with v.
Proof:
Let V be compact then V is totally fuzzy bounded and complete by proposition (3.8) and proposition (3.9) . Suppose that V since V is totally fuzzy bounded using theorem (3. 
Conclusion
The principle goal of this research is to continue the study of fuzzy normed space and introduce more notions or results. In this paper the notion compact fuzzy normed is introduced and basic results
properties of this space is proved.
